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They say that hope springs eternal. Actually, it was         
Alexander Pope, the English poet who coined the term.         
The expression refers to the fact that it is human nature to            
keep on hoping against all odds. This phrase is         
particularly timely as we are slowly beginning to feel that          
we see an end in sight to the trauma of this past year.  

Although our losses will be felt forever, we can begin to           
heal and move forward, taking with us valuable lessons         
that we’ve learned about our own strengths as well as the           
resolve of this community.  

As Spring begins, please take the time to venture outside,          
away from screens, as much as possible. Look at the          
trees, breathe deeply and notice the flowers starting to         
bloom. 

Enjoy this edition of our newsletter: packed with strategies         
and relevant information.  Happy Spring! 

 
Be Well, 
 
Laurie B. Lynn, Director of Guidance 
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The Importance of Internet Etiquette 
We are constantly reminding our children to use manners, “say please”, “thank you”, “sorry”, “don’t                

interrupt”, “wait to speak...” Teaching manners and safety is something parents do automatically. Teaching              
our children to apply those same manners online is just as essential. In our ever-changing world, our                 
children are online more than ever -- to connect with their peers, to unwind, to learn, etc. Over the next                    
month at the elementary schools, there will be discussions about online behaviors and “netiquette” in K-4                
classes. In addition, children will be asked what to do when they notice mean behaviors or cyber-bullying.                 
Be on the lookout for the next Parent Chat in April about supporting our children online. 

 

 

Raising Mentally Strong Children 
Raising mentally strong children ready to take on real-world challenges requires parents to give up some                
unhealthy practices. Helping kids build mental muscle isn’t easy; it requires parents to be mentally strong                
as well. Watching kids struggle, pushing them to face their fears, and holding them accountable for their                 
mistakes is tough. But those are the types of experiences kids need to reach their greatest potential. Click                  
on this link to learn more about raising mentally strong children: 

Mentally Strong Teenagers Have Parents Who Refuse to Do These Things 
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How to Become a Digital Citizen 
1. Treat others online as you would like to be treated.  

2. Never share personal information with anyone, even if it’s with a friend. 

3. Don’t say something online that you wouldn’t say to someone’s face.  

4. Stranger Danger! Be careful who you speak to online- if they say they’re your friend, text your friend to confirm or 
ask them a question only that friend would know the answer to.  

5. Nothing is ever private online. “Delete” doesn't mean “erase.” Homework that's shoved in the bottom of a 
backpack isn't visible, but it's not gone. Similarly, things that you delete from your timeline or profile aren't fully 

removed from the internet.  

6. Tone can be misread online. Tone is easily lost online and over text, causing misunderstanding. Using Emojis can 
clarify meaning. Recently, fourth graders were asked to say “Hello” in different ways. There are very different 

meanings depending on the way it’s said, which can easily get lost in text.  

7. Tell a trusted adult if you notice any inappropriate or mean behaviors online.  

When mean behaviors or cyber-bullying arise, apply the STOP technique: 

 

Great Articles and Videos to Continue to Support Your Child’s Online World:  

● We the Digital Citizens Video Watching this quick video with your child can open up good discussion about                   
online behaviors.  

● What Does it Mean to be a Digital Citizen Video   
● Resources for Family Engagement For kids, digital life is real life. Here you’ll find valuable tips and tools with                   

research-backed resources covering a range of topics -- from online safety and cyberbullying to media               
balance and learning with technology. 

● Family Activity Blocking and reporting people who bully online. Don't forget to read the setup before doing                  
the activity together! 

● Family Tips: Help Kids Fight Cyberbullying and Other Mean Online Behavior  
● 6 Digital Manner to Teach Your Kids  

Do you need support keeping your child engaged during remote learning? Check out this article:  

Keeping Kids Engaged in Online Learning  
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The Secret to Happiness 
 

The Secret to Happiness might just be thinking about something that brings you joy. The book, The                 
Happiness Advantage, by Shawn Achor, saw that one study “found that people who just thought about                
watching their favorite movie actually raised their endorphin levels by 27%." In asking a 4th grade class in                  
mid-March what they are looking forward to for spring,here is what they said:  

 

*Note: The words that are larger, are words that were written more frequently. 

 

 

 

Here is a great article: “Science says do these 11 
things everyday and become happier” 

Please check out The Elementary School 
Counselor page on the POB website for more 

resources and past parent chats: 

https://www.pobschools.org/Page/7180  

Or visit Twitter for current SEL classroom lessons, 
pictures, and No Place for Hate work:  

@mrszeidnerpob 
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Coping with Loss and How We Can Help Our Kids 

There is no doubt that we are going through universal changes. Many of our students have been remote,                  
some quarantined and all out of their typical routine this year. That type of change can wear on even our                    
most resilient children. With constant changes, one feeling that arises often and can be confusing to children                 
(and adults alike) is grief. Although we typically view grief as the loss of a loved one, grief can also be the                      
pain of loss of anything that was special to you. Grieving the loss of traditional playdates, typical school days,                   
seeing important family and friends, and so much more. Depending on personality and developmental age,               
children grieve differently. Below are some tips to help your child manage new feelings and articles to further                  
support them.  

Guidelines for helping your child express their feelings:  

● Follow their lead. It is better to let them ask questions and then answer in the best (and most                   
developmentally appropriate) way you can. 

● Encourage children to express their feelings.  
● Maintain normal routines as much as possible. Grief takes time but children benefit from the security of                 

regular routines and knowing that life goes on. 
● Give advanced warning. Be honest about what they should expect with any change.  
● Expect that some regression may happen. At times of change, children may regress to earlier               

behaviors. For example, a child who was toilet trained may revert back to having accidents. This is                 
normal—strive for patience. 

● Be accepting of grieving. Your child may go through a process that looks a lot like grieving as he or she                     
navigates new waters. Don't be too quick to distract, and at the end, remind him/her of all the positives. 

Check out this great, quick resource to refocus children on the positives:  Mindful Morning Printable  

Supporting articles:  

● Helping Children Cope with Grief at Any Age 
● Helping Children Deal with Stress and Change  
● How to Help Children Manage Fears  
● Will My Child Bounce Back After the Corona Virus Crisis?   
● The Power and Benefits of Mindfulness 

 
POB Virtual Parent Academy… Save the Date! 

This year’s Parent Academy will take place on April 6 at 7:00pm in partnership with South Oaks Hospital                  
Northwell Health. The focus will be The Effects of Social Media and Anxiety in Children: What to Know and                   
What to Do. The event will welcome clinicians who will share information on social media platforms, ways to                  
monitor healthy boundaries and impulsive behavior as well as tips on what to look for in children and                  
adolescents who may be struggling with anxiety to help them build confidence. The event will be live                 
streamed with a link that will be posted to  www.pobschools.org 
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Stand Up to Stand Out Presents: Five Ways  
You Can Be an Upstander 

At Plainview-Old Bethpage Middle School, the Stand Up to Stand Out club focuses on creating a safe space for students                    
to learn about bullying and to brainstorm ways to create a positive school culture. With that in mind, the club has focused                      
on the importance of being an Upstander. Here is a guide: 

1. Know the difference between being a bystander and an upstander:  
1. Bystander: Someone who witnesses bullying but doesn't get involved. 
2. Upstander: Someone who witnesses bullying and takes action to make it right.  This takes courage! 

2. Be a friend: Reach out to the person who is being bullied, even if you don't know them.  Ask how they are feeling 
and let them know you are there for them. 

3. Use your voice: Try asking the bully to stop or interrupt the situation while it is happening.  
4. Ask for help: Find a trusted adult and let them know what is going on. 
5. Get friends involved: There is strength in numbers, encourage others to stand up to a bully with you. 
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Technology Free Activities to Try in the Spring! 

 

Does anyone else need a break from all of this technology?           
Below is a list of some ideas to try with your children that do not               
involve Google meets, social media, video games, etc. Click on          
the links under the activities for some recommendations on Long          
Island. 

● Take a drive  
○ https://www.yelp.com/search?find_desc=scenic+

drive&find_loc=Long+Island%2C+NY  
● Take a walk or run  

○ https://northforker.com/2020/03/7-great-walks-ev
ery-long-islander-take/  

● Take a hike through a state or national park  
○ https://trip101.com/article/hiking-in-long-island  

● Go to a museum  
○ https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attractions-g150134

3-Activities-c49-Long_Island_New_York.html  
● Make cookies, cakes or candy with your kids  

○ https://www.pillsbury.com/everyday-eats/dessert
s/easy-desserts-to-make-with-kids  

○ https://www.parenting.com/food-recipes/gluten-fr
ee-desserts/  

● Get ice cream  
○ https://northforker.com/2020/08/the-best-ice-cre

am-shops-on-long-island/  
● Go to the zoo  

○ https://mommypoppins.com/likids/animal-farms-
and-petting-zoos-on-long-island  

● Cook dinner with your kids  
○ https://www.thekitchn.com/dinner-recipes-kids-c

an-help-with-254233  
● See the Fire Island Lighthouse  

○ https://www.fireislandlighthouse.com/ 
● Do an art project 

○ https://leftbraincraftbrain.com/40-best-art-project
s-for-kids/ 

● Go for a bike ride 
○ https://www.newsday.com/lifestyle/family/bike-tr

ails-on-long-island-the-best-paths-for-families-1.
13513324 
 

Here are some other great ideas: 

● Play cards  
● Go to a middle school sports event or game  
● Have friends or family over outside (please follow CDC 

guidelines for social gatherings)  
● Teach your child to change the oil in your car or other home 

or vehicle maintenance tasks  
● Try something new with your makeup or hair  
● Play with blocks or building toys – they’re not just for little 

kids!  Create something out of Legos!  
● Reorganize  
● Go to the library  
● Go swimming  
● Help someone  
● Garden  
● Do a home improvement or yard project  
● Daydream, take a nap or relax  
● Make ice cream, smoothies, or snow cones  
● Play with a pet  
● Bake bread or make another recipe from a cookbook  
● Sit outside  
● Hold a yard sale  
● Build a cardboard building or blanket fort with your kids  
● Clean out your storage  
● Picnic  
● Read a book, magazine, or newspaper  
● Go shopping  
● Pull out your old hobbies  
● Write a letter, journal, poem or story  
● Paint something – whether it be a canvas, an old vase or 

your walls  
● Exercise  
● Play games with your kids  
● Talk  
● Make lists – where you want to go for vacation, things you 

need to do, maintenance tasks, gift lists, things you want to 
try, recipes to cook with your kids  

● Paint your fingernails or toenails  
● Go through old pictures  
● Find things in your home to donate to charity  
● Set up a treasure hunt or obstacle course for your kids  
● Go to a community festival or event (check community 

calendar for ideas)  
● Do a puzzle  
● Make holiday or birthday gifts  
● Talk to your neighbors  
● Do yoga or dance 
● Meditate  
● Listen to the radio 
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Addressing Conflict with Your Child 
During the Pandemic 

Along with COVID 19 came the overnight disruption of         
long-established routines and strained economical     
resources which may have led to an increase in family          
conflict and child behavior problems. While caretakers       
have faced tremendous stress, kids are feeling the        
impact too. Children have experienced significant loss       
with the inability to participate in activities outside the         
home, a different school structure, and adjusting to new         
routines. Children are not always able to articulate their         
feelings and are less developed in their ability to problem          
solve. Therefore, stress is often demonstrated differently       
in children than in adults. It can often present as          
disruptive behavior, noncompliance, and tantrums.     
Below are some preventative strategies that parents can        
use to help their children cope with the challenges that          
they are experiencing. 

1. Be proactive in developing strategies to      
minimize triggers that lead to conflict such as eat,         
sleep, and move. These basics are more       
important than ever in helping to ensure that your         
child is maintaining good sleeping, eating, and       
exercising routines.  

2. Provide structure: children do best when      
routines are in place and expectations are clear.        
Predictability, especially given the current     
circumstances can help children feel a sense of        
comfort and safety. 

3. Offer your child a choice when options are        
available. The ability to choose can help instill a         
sense of control during this uncertain time. Be        
clear about which expectations are and are not        
flexible. 

4. Validate your child’s emotions.    
Acknowledging the emotions that drive the      
behavior can help your child feel heard and can         
diffuse conflict. 

5. Acknowledge and praise positive behavior. In      
doing so, your child is likely to repeat the         
behavior. 

6. Manage your own behavior and stress. In       
order to take care of your family, you must first          
take care of yourself. When you are stressed,        
you are emotionally reactive, and your boiling       
point is lower. Create a list of doable self-care         
activities that can be built into your new routine. 

Who Wants a Job? 
By: Brianna Rogers, Grade 11 

Getting ready to go on your first job interview ever? I           
recently had my very first job interview and I felt completely           
unprepared. Thankfully, the POBJFK guidance department      
facilitates mock interviews. All you have to do is set up an            
appointment with your school counselor and he or she will          
provide a mock interview. This means you will be asked a           
series of questions that you may be asked on your real           
interview, as well as tips from someone who has been on           
many interviews before. Your school counselors have       
already been provided with a typical interview template, as         
well as a set of questions that could come up.  

As a student, typically this is something I would brush off            
and call “stupid”, but the skills you learn for an interview will            
stick with you forever. This program is meant to help          
students in present and future endeavors and is something         
you might want to look into.  

The guidance department and everyone else at POBJFK        
want to see you succeed and want to give you as many            
tools as possible to do so. So don’t hesitate to see your            
school counselor. 

 
Productive Struggle 

According to the website, Renaissance, Productive      
Struggle is the process of developing strong habits of mind,          
such as perseverance and thinking flexibility. Productive       
struggle promotes comprehension and mastery and      
lessens students' dependency on being given answers.       
Science tells us that when we work hard and learn a new            
skill, our brain works faster and stronger. If you are          
interested in learning more about why Productive Struggle        
is important, here is a helpful video. 
 

Tech-Related Question? 

Need help with your Chromebook or have a 
technology-related question?   

 
Go to: TICKETS.POBSCHOOLS.ORG  
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Inclusion & Equity in College 
Admissions 

We know students have many questions about the college         
application process, especially when they will be first generation         
college students or may not see themselves represented on         
college campuses. On Thursday, March 25th, from 6:00pm to         
7:30pm, The Princeton Review is hosting “Inclusion and Equity in          
College Admissions,” a roundtable panel with experts ready to         
discuss Historically Black Colleges and Universities,      
Hispanic-Serving Institutions, LGBTQ friendly campuses, and      
other aspects of belonging in the college process. After hearing          
from the panel of experts, students will be able to ask questions            
and express concerns about the admissions process. Click here         
for article link.  

SUNY Announces Their Spring Virtual 
College Fairs!  

Thursday, April 22, 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM 

Saturday, April 24, 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

Saturday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM 

The fair will include representatives from nearly every SUNY         
campus. During the fair students will be able to communicate with           
campus representatives using text and video chat.These events        
allow students to explore all of the opportunities at The State           
Universities of New York: challenging academics, innovative       
research, global study, and financial support. Students should        
register here.   

POBJFK Spring 2021 Virtual 
College Fair 

POB JFK High School is hosting their first-ever Virtual College          
Fair over three afternoons – March 22 (3:00-7:00 pm), March 23           
(3:00-7:00pm) and March 24 (2:00-6:00pm). The Virtual College        
Fair will allow students to meet, virtually, with admission         
representatives from a number of colleges and universities from         
across the country. Details on the Virtual College Fair can be           
found here.  

Additionally, breakout sessions will be held including: 
- Life After High School: Transitioning in the Adult World 
- Transition and Information Fair for Students with 504s and IEPs 
- The Princeton Review Room and Informational Sessions 

For a complete list of colleges, representative contact information         
and visit options, please click here.   

School counselors will be hosting the Counselor Corner during         
the Virtual College Fair, where they invite students to drop-in via           
Google Meet.  

 The School To Career Program 
Are you starting to think about your future? What major should           
you consider in college? Are you ready to get into the workforce            
after high school? POBJFK’s School to Career Program can help          
you with these questions.  

Our School to Career Program provides unique opportunities for         
students to explore different careers in a professional setting and          
learn new skills. The skills learned, such as resume writing and           
interviewing, will prepare students for either the work force or          
college opportunities. Our students are placed in local host         
businesses, in person and remotely, to gain valuable real-world         
experience. Internships have spanned career fields such as law,         
accounting, marketing, hospitality, and medical.  

Contact the POB Work Based Learning Coordinators if you have          
questions:  

            Gina Farrell: gfarrell@pobschools.org 
            Scott Lieberman:slieberman@pobschools.org 
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The Value of Journaling 
Journaling may seem like a trendy wellness practice reserved         
for the most “spiritual”, but it actually has several benefits that           
have been studied and tested. Studies have also found that          
writing in a journal can lead to better sleep, a stronger immune            
system, more self-confidence, and a higher I.Q. Here are a few           
benefits to journaling: 

Goal Setting: Writing our goals down automatically tells our         
brain that it's important. When we put pen to paper our brain            
automatically starts looking for opportunities that allow for goal         
achievement. 

Stress Management Tool: When feeling overwhelmed by your        
to-do list of homework, extra-curricular activities, and       
assignments, journaling in bullet points can be helpful in terms          
of prioritization. This is an especially great hack when you're          
lying awake late into the night with a million things on your mind.             
Write it down. That brain dump helps promote relaxation and          
reduce stress.  

Mood Booster: Utilizing a journal to write down things we are           
grateful for and making space for positive self-talk lays the          
foundation for self-love and abundance. It’s so easy to focus on           
what we don’t have and our deficits, but if we can write down             
one to two things we are grateful for each day, it can reshift our              
entire perspective, and mood!  

Promotes Creativity: Stream of consciousness writing brings       
out thoughts and ideas and loosens up expressive muscles. We          
all have the ability to be creative and imaginative. Writing our           
thoughts down helps us access those expressive ideas. 

 

 NCA’s Spring College Expo 
Each year the Nassau Counselors’ Association provides an        
outstanding resource to benefit students and parents at the Spring          
College Expo which will be held on Tuesday, April 20, 2021 from            
5:00-8:00pm. This year, the event will be offered virtually. In          
attendance will be an extensive array of universities and colleges,          
both domestic and international, offering their time and knowledge         
to support the students and families of Long Island. 

 The Spring College Expo offers: 

• One-to-one conversations with school & program representatives 

• Experienced counselors to assist in the college search process 

• A virtual “backpack” for students and families to save materials           
from prospective universities & colleges 

*Prior to the event, students are strongly encouraged to register          
and receive a barcode at gotocollegefairs.com. This barcode can         
be scanned from any smartphone and will greatly enhance the          
expo experience.  

Please visit www.nassaucounselors.org for the most updated       
information. 

Scholarship Resources 
Attention seniors! As you start to hear back from colleges, you are            
faced with the decision of where to attend next fall. There are            
many factors to consider and, among them, is the important factor           
of finances. Scholarships are free aid that do not have to be            
repaid. There are many resources to help you in your search.           
Below we’ve listed a few: 

Naviance Student : Click on “Colleges”, “Scholarships and Money”,         
“Scholarship List” to find college-specific and local and regional         
scholarships. 

Fast Web: Complete a profile and get access to a database of more             
than 1.5 million scholarships. 

College Scholarships: A website created by parents who went         
through the college financial aid process and wanted to improve          
ease of access to scholarships. 

An additional tip - log onto an individual college website, click on            
the Financial Aid and Scholarship link, and see what scholarships          
are available through the institution. 

When in doubt, make an appointment with your counselor. We are           
here to help! 
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Five Updates for Juniors Regarding the College Application 
Process During Covid 19 

Congratulations! You have come a long way and demonstrated your resilience during these difficult times. It                
can seem overwhelming to keep up with the rash of updates and changes to the process. The good news is                    
that your school counselors are here for you each step of the way! There are many updates to share, but                    
below are five particularly helpful things to know: 

1. SUNY applications are down statewide this year - It's a surprising development, but many schools in                 
the SUNY system have seen a dip in applications, and this is not totally attributed to the pandemic or                   
demographics. This dip is also seen at the community college level. If the trend continues, it could                 
work to a student's advantage if a school is on your college list. 
 

2. SAT is evolving - No more essay. No more subject tests. Complaints about this change are few and                  
far between, as more students take AP coursework and exams. If you're wondering whether to take                
one of these tests or sections by June, ninety percent of the time, your counselor will recommend not                  
to. 
 

3. More colleges are remaining test optional or test blind. Sometimes too much freedom can be               
unsettling. If you're wondering whether to take a test, or send your scores, talk to your counselor.                 
General recommendations can be tailored to your individual circumstances. The general           
recommendation on sending scores is that if your scores are competitive for a particular school, send                
them! 
 

4. Financial aid is sounding nicer! The Expected Family Connection (EFC) is now called the Student Aid                
Index (SAI). The rationale is that parents should not be "expected" to pay for college. The reality, of                  
course, is much more complicated. In any scenario, we always recommend filling out the Free               
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). 
 

5. The Common Application changed a prompt. There is now a happiness/gratitude prompt. Common             
App argues that the change is based on research related to kindness and gratitude. While no one                 
minor change will make the process incredibly easier or smoother, your counselors remain curious as               
to how many students choose this prompt and will themselves be happy writing about happiness.  
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Ways to Support Our Students During Covid 
It’s been quite a year for all of us. Parents and guardians have done a tremendous job tackling various                   
challenges we’ve experienced during COVID. You continue to persevere and remain optimistic as we trend               
towards returning to a life without restrictions and limitations. Here are some valuable tips in continuing to                 
support your child during our hybrid learning model: 

1. Validate their feelings. Children want to be heard, so let's continue to give them a chance to use their                   
voice and express their feelings. Some ways to ask open-ended questions are: 

1. What did you learn today? 
2. What is something interesting you heard about? 
3. What was the toughest part of your day? 
4. What are you most looking forward to tomorrow? 

2. Your child needs reassurance more than ever. Every moment is a teachable one and continuing to 
    encourage your child to overcome obstacles allows us to remain connected.  

3. Continue to take an interest in their academic lives. Schools’ biggest allies are our parents and 
    guardians. Carving out time to check in on your child’s academic progress, speaking with the teachers 
    and counselors, exploring a Google Classroom to gain more insight on how things work, are all productive 
    ways to demonstrate interest in your child. 

4. Develop a structured routine. Perhaps one of the biggest challenges we face is figuring out how to best 
   spend our time. Your child is used to after-school activities, school-wide events, and social gatherings to 
   look forward to. Creating a routine, whether for an in-person or remote learner, encourages kids to be in 
   control and hold purpose to their day. Ideas include: 

a. Setting an alarm when a ‘normal’ school day begins and reminding children of the importance of an                  
alarm. 

b. Reviewing the daily schedule over breakfast. Talking about the importance of upholding their              
academic responsibilities. 

c. Scheduling short breaks to allow your child to detach or “veg out.” Consistency is key with the start                   
and stop times for success. 

d. Suggesting an activity or hobby to explore. How can your child market themselves and put                
themselves in the best position to succeed? 

5.  Being a strong role model or positive influence. Children look up to parents and guardians. Having them 
    observe positive qualities and habits will lead to similar results. 

Always know counselors are here to support, encourage and implement positive and helpful strategies to               
work toward your child’s success. 
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Three Ways to Practice Gratitude 
POBJFK Assistant Principal, Mr. Farrelly, recently spoke with the faculty about ways to practice gratitude. Especially                
during such a challenging year, practicing gratitude is a tool to help reinforce positive thinking and strong mental health.                   
Below, Mr. Farrelly shares his tips for practicing gratitude:  
 

1. Notice the Good Things in Your Life: Start to notice and identify the things you are grateful for. Tune in to the                      
small everyday details of your life and notice the good things you might sometimes take for granted. Try these                   
ideas: 
 

a. Each day think of three things you are grateful for. Nature. People. Community. Creature comforts like a                 
warm bed or a good meal. It's amazing what you notice when you focus on feeling grateful. 
 

b. Start a gratitude journal. Making a commitment to writing down good things each day makes it more likely                  
that we will notice good things as they happen. 
 

c. Practice gratitude rituals. Some people say grace before a meal. Pausing in gratitude before eating doesn't                
have to be religious. It's a simple habit that helps us notice and appreciate the blessing of food on the                    
table. 
 

2. Savor the Feeling of Gratitude: Once you're aware of the blessings of everyday life, the next step is to savor                    
them. 
 

a. There are moments when you naturally, right then and there, feel filled with gratitude. These are moments                 
when you say to yourself, "Oh, wow, this is amazing!" or "How great is this!" 
 

b. Pause. Notice and absorb that feeling of true, genuine gratitude. Let it sink in. Soak it up. Savor your                   
blessings in the moment they happen. 
 

3. Express Gratitude: Expressing gratitude is more than courtesy, manners, or being polite. It's about showing your                
heartfelt appreciation. When you thank someone, you're also practicing the first two gratitude skills: you've noticed                
something good, and you've genuinely appreciated it. 
 

a. Show your appreciation to someone who did something nice. Say: "It was really kind of you to…," "It really                   
helped me out when you…," "You did me a big favor when…," "Thank you for listening when…," "I really                   
appreciated it when you taught me…," or "Thank you for being there when…." You also can write your                  
gratitude in a letter. 
 

b. Express gratitude by doing a random act of kindness. Gratitude might inspire you to return a favor, or act                   
with kindness or thoughtfulness. Or you might see a situation when you can "pay it forward." Hold the door                   
open for the person behind you, even if it means waiting a little longer than you normally would. 
 

c. Tell the people in your life how you feel, what they mean to you. You don't have to be mushy or                     
over-the-top. We all have our own style. But if you say what you feel in the right tone at the right moment,                      
even a simple, "Mom and dad, good dinner. Thanks!" means a lot. 
 

d. True gratitude doesn't leave you feeling like you owe other people something — after all, if you've done                  
someone a favor, you probably don't want the person to feel like you expect something back in return. It's                   
all about feeling good and creating a cycle of good. 
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